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ABSTRACT: Fine-grained and coarse grained granular materials exhibit normal-stress
dependent frictional shear strength. The mineral-to-mineral friction mobilized at interparticle
contacts emerges at the macroscale through a complex sequence of competing particle level
processes. The observed frictional response of the soil mass varies with strain level; we can
distinguish the constant volume friction angle, dilation angle, peak friction angle, residual
friction angle after grain alignment, and post-granular-segregation friction angle. Compiled
experimental data and particle-level simulations help identify the most relevant soil parameters
that affect the frictional response in each case (including interfacial friction at boundaries).
Other sediment conditions that affect frictional strength include: grain crushing, inherent
anisotropy, intermediate stress, temperature, strain rate, vibration, pore fluid and contact-level
adhesive forces. The measurement of soil friction is a boundary-value problem; informationintensive measurement methods may help overcome measurement limitations related to
incomplete knowledge of boundary conditions.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Friction denotes the normal-stress dependent energy loss when a medium is subjected to shear.
The history of friction is briefly reviewed in Table 1, with emphasis on solid-to-solid friction.
The understanding of friction in granular materials remains challenging due to complexities
in interparticle solid-to-solid friction, the role of surface topography in granular materials, the
participation of multiple coexisting phenomena in upscaling interparticle friction to the
macroscale of the granular medium, and the emergence of new phenomena. Specially, the grain
size appears as an inherent length scale that prompts us to distinguish the macroscale shear
response of fine and coarse grained materials.
In this manuscript we review the nature of friction in granular materials, identify differences
in friction between fine and coarse grained sediments, and explore emergent phenomena in the
load-deformation response of granular materials.
2.

FRICTION BETWEEN TWO LARGE MINERAL SURFACES

Friction between two mineral surfaces involves multiple phenomena that take place at the thin
interface between the two solid bodies, hence, it is affected by the physical-chemical
characteristics of the external layer on minerals. These processes are explored next.
2.1

Surface Topography

Surface topography plays a secondary role when large surfaces come into contact. Consider two
rough surfaces approach each other (Fig. 1a). The tallest asperities interact first, deform
elastically and the contact area is a non-linear function of the applied load (contact mechanics e.g., Hertzian contact). Then, if shear resistance is a linear function of the contact area, the

Table 1: History of Friction
Reducing Friction
<3500 bc
Mesopotamia
~2750 bc
Egyptians
Early Theoretical Developments
1452-1519

Leonardo da Vinci

1663-1705

G Amontons

1638-1744

JT Desaguliers

1736-1806

CA Coulomb

1766-1832

J Leslie

1885

O Reynolds

Lubrication and Adhesion
>XIX
1920's
K. Terzaghi
1922
W Hardy, I Doubleday
1939

IV Kragelsky

The wheel
Recognized differences between sliding on sand and on wet silt
The shear force T is independent of the apparent contact area
The shear force T doubles when N doubles
Re-discovered da Vinci's frictional laws. Suggested that friction
is due to roughness and the overriding of asperities
More polished surfaces exhibit higher friction
Hinted on adhesion
Referred to Amontons observations.
Kinematic friction is independent of sliding velocity.
"Cohesion is zero… for newly-turned soils"
While some asperities climb, others fall.
Wondered about the source of energy dissipation
Demonstrated the concepts of dilatancy (rubber bag filled with
sand and water and connected glass tube).
Hydrodynamic Lubrication - μ = f(sliding velocity)
Shear strength in soils – Adhesion theory
Boundary Lubrication: Lubricant binds onto surface
Molecular-mechanical theory of friction (USSR). It does not
necessarily imply adhesion or chemical bonding.
Confining stress dependent dilatancy
Adhesion theory of friction (UK)

1948
DW Taylor
1950
P. Bowden, D. Tabor
Fundamental Understanding
1950's …
BJ Alder, TE Wainwright Molecular dynamics (study of μ in the 1990's)
Considered the distribution of asperity heights to link Hertz
1957
JF Archard
f(N2/3) contact response with Amonton's f(N) observations.
1964
AW Skempton
Studied the role of grain characteristics on φ residual
1970's
P Cundall
Discrete element modeling – BALL
G Binnig, CF Quate, C
1986
Atomic force microscope
Gerber
Noise-friction interaction
Energy coupling
1990…
Friction control/engineering
Strain rate and other effects
Current
Measurement

linearity between the shear force T and the normal force N in Amontons' law is satisfied when
asperity heights follow an exponential or Gaussian distributions (Archard 1957, Greenwood &
Williamson 1966, Chapter 1 in Kragelsky & Alisin 2001). As the normal load increases,
asperities deform plastically, the contact area is a linear function of the normal force acting on
the asperity, and friction is a linear function of the applied load regardless of surface
topography. In both cases, the precise distribution of surface topography has a secondary role
on the sliding resistance between the two large surfaces. (Note: elasto-plastic contact response
is explored using finite element simulations in Vijaywargiya & Green 2007; topography and
elasto-plastic asperity effects are discussed in Kogut & Etsion 2004).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Effect of surface topography. (a) Large surfaces: the true area of contact is independent of
surface topography when contacts deform either elastically (exponential height distribution) or plastically.
(b) Grains: the same scale of surface topography may cause interlocking between grains.

2.2

Dry-Friction - Transient Effects

The shear resistance T is a function of the true contact area A and the yield strength at contacts
σy, in agreement with the adhesion theory of friction: μ=T/N =Aσy/N (Bowden & Tabor 1950).
Both components depend on shear velocity (Dieterich 1979 - part I - see constitutive equation in
Ruina 1983, Dieterich & Kilgore 1994, Sleep 1997).
The true contact area A increases with duration of the interaction between asperities,
A=a1+b1log(t/sec); this behavior is a consequence of creep at contacts, displacement of adsorbed
layers, time for the interpenetration of asperities, and/or lower contact oscillations at low sliding
velocity among others. The most immediate consequence of contact creep is the increase in
mineral-to-mineral friction coefficient at low sliding velocity, ∂μ/∂v<0, reaching the static
friction coefficient μo as v→0 (Fig. 2a). A decrease in friction with increasing velocity leads to
stick-slip behavior, particularly in media with low stiffness and when the shear velocity is low.
On the other hand, the yield stress increases with strain rate έ in most minerals
σy=a2+b2log(έ.sec).
Time-dependent true contact area A(t) and strain rate dependent strength σy(έ) combine to
cause frictional transients when the sliding velocity changes. Consider a sliding block being
displaced at velocity v1 and then at v2 > v1 (Fig. 2b):
•
when the velocity is v1, the true contact area is A1, the yield stress is σy1 and the friction
coefficient μ1=T1/N =A1σy1/N.
•
when the displacement velocity increases to v2>v1, the steady state true contact area
decreases A2<A1, the yield stress increases σy2>σy1 (applies to most minerals), and the
friction coefficient decreases to μ2=T2/N =A2σy2/N < μ1 because the effect of contact
area prevails.
•
however, immediately following the transition v1→v2, the contact area is still A1, yet its
is now being sheared at a higher velocity and yield stress is σy2. Therefore, there is a
transient μtrans=A1σy2/N so that a higher friction is measured immediately following the
increase in velocity. The memory of A1 is short term and the friction coefficient soon
converges to its steady state value μ2.
Conversely, a negative transient is observed when the velocity decreases. The transient length is
about 10 μm in the experimental results shown in Figure 2c; limited data suggest an increase in
transient length with asperity height (Dieterich 1979, Ruina 1983).
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Figure 2. Mineral-to-mineral friction. (a) Velocity dependency. (b) Explanation of friction transient
consistent with adhesion theory of friction. (c) Experimental data obtained with glass and acrylic plastic
(Dieterich & Kilgore 1994).

2.3

Fluids – Shear velocity

Friction Coefficient

The presence of fluids adds velocity-dependency to the friction coefficient. If the sliding
velocity is sufficiently high, a fluid layer forms at the interface. The fluid layer partially
supports the external load through viscous resistance, preventing solid-to-solid contact, and
leading to a reduction in rubbing friction. In this regime, resistance to sliding increases with
velocity due to the hydrodynamic contribution (Fig. 3).
The fluid layer is squeezed by the normal load, and the thickness decreases at low sliding
velocity, allowing for more pronounced solid-to-solid rubbing. In addition, the fluid viscosity
increases when the fluid layer becomes thinner than ~10 Å (molecular interactions are discussed
in the next section). Both effects contribute to the increase in friction coefficient as the sliding
velocity decreases in the boundary lubrication regime (Fig. 3), ∂μ/∂v<0, and stick-slip behavior
emerges. Finally, if the fluid does not bind to the mineral surface, the two surfaces may
experience solid-solid contact and a marked increase in the friction coefficient follows (Fig. 3).

displaced fluid – dry friction
boundary layer
friction
hydrodynamic friction
solid-to-solid rubbing

sliding velocity • viscosity / normal load
Figure 3. The effect of fluids on friction - Stribeck curve (Taylor & Pollet 2000, Okawara & Mitachi
2003). Typically, the separation between surfaces decreases at low sliding velocities.

2.4

Energy loss

Roughness, either geometrical or electrical, cannot explain losses as the energy gained by an
asperity going down a peak is utilized by other asperities to climb other peaks (as noted by J.
Leslie [1766-1832]). So, how is energy lost when shear takes place between two interacting
mineral surfaces? Little energy is stored as strain energy when either smooth or rough mineral
surfaces are sheared. Some energy remains as increased surface energy in newly created
surfaces. The remaining mechanical energy is converted into some other form of energy through
asperity crushing, wear, inelastic indentation, plastic work (deformation, adhesion-and-shear,
material transfer from one surface to the other, ploughing), viscous losses and vibration
(macroscale and molecular scale), the emission of elastic waves (from acoustic emissions to
seismic activity), shear-induced polarization of double layers followed by ohmic losses and the
emission of electromagnetic waves (i.e., seismo-electric coupling). All losses eventually end in
heat.
3.

GRAIN SIZE AS A DETERMINING SCALE

Surface undulations on otherwise planar surfaces determine the contact points between them
(Fig. 1a), but have a minor effect on the frictional resistance between the two large surfaces.
This is not the case in granular materials: surface topography not only defines contact points,
but it may also cause interlocking and hinder grain rotation (Fig. 1b). In this section we
recognize grains size as a fundamental length scale.

3.1

Scales in Granular Materials

Three geometric scales emerge in the study of friction in granular materials:
• The grain size d: this is the inherent scale of the medium and it has immediate implications
on particle-level forces and the relevance of surface topography.
• The size of interparticle contacts dc: Assuming a Hertzian contact and a normal load
estimated as N=σ'd2 (first order approximation for a simple cubic packing subjected to
normal stress σ'):

3(1 − ν g ) σ '
dc
=3
d
2
Gg

(1)

where Gg is the shear stiffness of the mineral that makes the grains. The size of contacts is
typically dc/d=20-to-80 (Gg=10-to-50 GPa; σ'=100 kPa to 1 MPa). Then, a convenient
definition for the length of roughness is ~d/100.
• The Debye-Hückel length ζ: This is the thickness of the diffuse double layer that forms on
mineral surfaces and it depends on fluid permittivity and ionic conductivity; typically, ζ= 20to-200 Å.
These scales have profound implications in interparticle friction.
3.2

Particle Size and Shape

There is a fundamental change in the nature of particle formation and the ensuing particle shape
when the particle size varies across the d=10-to-50μm region. Submicron particles (d<10μm)
form through chemical synthesis and precipitation, and are often platy and made of phillosilicates clay minerals (rod and spherical shapes are also found). However, when the particle
size exceeds the micron-scale d>50μm, particle tends to be more rotund, and particle shape is a
consequence of mechanical actions such as breakage, abrasion, and collisions.
The previous scales allow us to identify intermediate scales that define the particle shape and
affect the frictional behavior of granular materials. Consider a sinusoidal oscillation of
wavelength λ riding on top of a circular particle of perimeter πd; then (refer to Fig. 4):
• Eccentricity λ~πd/2: promotes particle alignment during shear and the development of
residual shear strength
• Angularity λ~d/10: promotes interlocking and hinders particle rotation
• Roughness λ~d/100 (based on the observation that the size of contacts is dc/d=20-to-80):
involved in the generation surface friction μ, as described in the previous section (large
surfaces).
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Figure 4. Scales in particle shape: eccentricity, angularity and roughness – Implications in upscaling
contact-level particle interaction to the soil mass.

3.3

Size, Forces and Fabric

Consider the particle self weight W=πd3ρg/6, the mean skeletal force N=σ'd2, and electrical
DLVO forces (van der Walls attraction and double layer repulsion). Skeletal and self weight
forces prevail for particles d>10-to-50μm. However, electrical interaction controls behavior for
submicron size grains. If the medium is unsaturated (mixed fluid phase), capillary forces emerge
and can play a dominant role when particles are smaller than 1 mm (Santamarina 2002).
The 10-to-50μm size boundary –also encountered above in the context of formation and
shape- allows us to separate granular materials into coarse grained (larger than ~50μm) and
fine-grained (smaller than 10μm). Fabric formation in coarse grained sediments is determined
by the relative size of particles (measured by the coefficient of uniformity) and particle shape
(Fig. 5a). Well graded sediments made of rounded particles tend to pack at a higher density than
poorly graded sediments made of angular particles (Fraser 1935, Youd 1973, Shimobe &
Moroto 1995, Miura et al. 1998, Cubrinovski & Ishihara 2002, Cho et al. 2006).
Fabric formation in fine grained sediments is determined by particle shape and interparticle
electrical interactions that are a function of pH-dependent surface charge, differences in edge
and face charges, electrical interparticle forces, and the ionic concentration in the pore fluid
(Fig. 5b). Furthermore, individual grains may form conglomerates that effectively behave as
coarser particles. Therefore, a wide range of fabrics can develop in fine grained sediments.
(a) Coarse grained soils:
grain size distribution and shape

(b) Fine grained soils:
mineralogy and pore fluid chemistry
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Figure 5. Fabric formation. (a) Coarse grained sediments (after Youd 1973). (b) Fine grained sediments
(Palomino & Santamarina 2005)

3.4

Roughness and the Diffuse Counterion Cloud

Water hydrates counter ions on mineral surfaces and precipitated salts that rest in the pore
space. The interaction between thermal activity and electrical interactions results in the diffuse
counterion cloud around mineral surfaces. The relative size between asperity height and
adsorbed layer thickness determines different frictional regimes in sediments. (Note: the
discussion of roughness in Figure 4 was in terms of the topography wavelength; in this section
we address topography height).
Let's consider the Deby-Huckel length ζ as the characteristic distance for the electrical
interaction between particles. Surface roughness will exert full control on friction when the
asperity height h exceeds the thickness of the diffuse layer h>ζ (Fig. 6a). If the relative scale that
defines roughness is established in terms of the particle diameter, say h/d~100, and we assume a
nominal value ζ~10nm, then, surface roughness becomes important when particles exceed the
micron size: d>100h~1μm. Conversely, the diffuse layer becomes important to sliding
resistance when roughness decreases bellow the interaction distance h<ζ (Fig. 6b).
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Figure 6. Mineral roughness (gray) and the thickness of adsorbed layers (black). (a) Rough surface h>>ζ:
the adsorbed layer has limited effect. (b) Smooth surface h>ζ: the diffuse layer exerts a strong effect on
the normal interaction between sliding surfaces and the resulting shear resistance.

3.5

Electrical Roughness - Friction in Fine-Grained Sediments

So far, roughness refers to a topographic characteristic of mineral surfaces. "Effective
roughness" is also encountered at the atomic scale in otherwise topographically smooth mineral
surfaces, such as in fine-grained clayey sediments: a test charge pulled parallel to the mineral
surface experiences the energy wells associated to surface charges (Fig. 7a). The concept of
electrical roughness can be extended from the atomic scale of surface charges to the particle
scale: a test charge feels the undulating potential energy surface associated to the counter-ion
clouds that surround particles (Fig. 7b). Resistance to shear is also caused by the hindered
mobility of water molecules and counterions in thin layers (Fig. 7c – the oscillatory nature of
the hydration force during normal displacement is a related effect). In fact, when the platy
surfaces are displaced relative to each other, molecules go through a sequence of ordereddisordered, solid-fluid islands (Fig. 7d – molecular dynamic simulations reported in Persson,
1998 and references therein).
When two mineral grains are sheared passed each other, molecules and counterions are
displaced relative to each other until the energy barrier is overcome, slip occurs and a new
equilibrium configuration is reached (Fig. 7e – The schematic representation in Figure 7f is
analogous to shear in metals - see Tabor 1992). Acoustic emissions are detected during shear
even in fine grained bentonites (Matsui et al. 1980).
Adsorbed water layers become thinner as the effective stress increases. All processes in
Figure 7 are accentuated in thinner layers: deeper energy wells, higher concentration of
counterions, lower water mobility and higher shear strength of the water film (e.g., data in
Israelachvili et al 1988). In other words, the shear resistance between two wet mineral surfaces
increases as the effective normal stress increases; hence, the shear resistance at the particle level
in wet phillosilicate clay minerals has the characteristics of boundary layer type frictional
response, shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 7. Friction-related phenomena in fine-grained sediments. (a and b) "Electrical roughness" due to
atomic-scale surface charges and particle-scale counterion clouds. (c) Bonds in thin counterion clouds and
hindered mobility. (d) Solid-fluid islands during shear. (e & f) Evolution of shear displacement.

3.6

Summary: The Relevance of Grain Size

The previous discussion has identified critical changes in sediment characteristics and behavior
between sediments with grain size smaller than 10μm and those larger than 50μm, on the bases
of particle formation processes and particle shape, mineralogy, controlling particle level-forces,
the development of fabric, and the relevance of roughness at contacts. Differences in the
frictional response of fine-grained and coarse-grained sediments are identified in the following
sections.
4.

FRICTION IN SEDIMENTS

Contact-level shear resistance upscales through multiple particle interactions in the granular
structure to eventually convey frictional strength to the granular medium. These mechanisms are
explored in this section. First, we start with a particle-level estimation of the macroscale strain
required to mobilize friction.
4.1

Strain level for frictional losses

A sediment deforms elastically at very small strains. Slippage at interparticle contacts advances
gradually with the increase in shear force (Fig. 8 – Refer to Kogut & Etsion 2004, Vijaywargiya
& Green 2007 and references therein for more detailed discussions).

α = 30°

0.4 mm

Figure 8 Gradual slippage at contacts – Mindlin-type response – Annular fretting at a contact subjected to
small-displacement cyclic shear from Johnson (1961).

Full contact slippage takes place when the slip distance δ exceeds a threshold value δ* (e.g., the
junction size in metals – see implications in Rabinowicz 1995). For a Hertzian-Mindlin contact
between particles size d, the equivalent macroscale threshold strain γt≈δ*/d when full contact
slippage is reached can be estimated as (dc is the diameter of a Hetzian contact)

γt ≈

δ* 3
σ' d
= μ(2 − ν g )
d 4
Gg dc

⎛ σ'
= 1.26μ ⎜
⎜G
⎝ g

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

2/3

(2)

for ν g = 0.3

where νg Gg are the Poisson's ratio and shear modulus of the mineral that makes the grains. This
equivalent macroscale threshold strain defines the onset of large frictional losses in the sediment
(see Dobry et al. 1982), which is accompanied by pronounced fabric changes. Note that the
threshold strain for frictional losses is proportional to the effective confining stress σ'2/3.

4.2

Evolution of the granular skeleton during loading

The boundary stress applied to a granular medium is not supported uniformly by all grains, and
the distribution of interparticle forces can be matched with Weibull or exponential functions
(Dantu 1968, Gherbi et al. 1993, Jaeger et al. 1996).
The formation of columnar structures that resist most of the applied boundary stress is a
salient feature in granular materials (Fig. 9a – see Drescher & De Josselin De Jong 1972, Oda et
al. 1985). The particles that make the columns are primarily loaded in the direction of the
applied principal stress. Particles that are not part of the main columns play a secondary yet very
important role of preventing the buckling of the main chains; hence, the main forces acting on
these secondary particles are normal to columns (Radjai et al. 1998 - see Fig. 9a).
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Figure 9. Particle-level mechanisms during normal and shear loading: (a) Formation of granular columns.
(b) Free rotation. (c) Rotational frustration (cause dilation or contact slippage).

Shear at contacts causes either rotation or slippage. Rotation is possible when the
coordination number is low and rotational compatibility is satisfied among all neighboring
particles (Fig. 9b). However, high inter-particle coordination at low void ratio leads to rotational
arrest or frustration (Fig. 9c). Rotational frustration is overcome by either frictional slippage at
contacts, or local volume dilation to reduce the number of contacts among particles. The
coordination number cannot become too low: the anisotropy in the polar histogram of contacts
is limited by the buckling of load carrying columns; following buckling, the local volume
contracts and the interparticle coordination increases.
The interplay between slippage-vs-rotation and dilation-vs-contraction explains: (1) the
lower coordination number during shear when the interparticle friction is higher (angularity and
roughness – Fig. 4 - see Thornton 2000), (2) the higher frictional resistance in well graded
sediments as they tend to be denser and with higher coordination number (Fig. 5a), and (3) the
continuous rebuilding of granular columns during shear to maintain a low coordination number.
The formation of particle columns highlights the development of marked fabric anisotropy
within the sediment. In fact, the mobilized friction angle φmob is directly related to the evolution
of the internal anisotropy in contacts ac, normal force an and shear contact forces at (Rothenburg
& Bathurst 1989)

sin φmob =

ac + an + at
2

(3)

Within this particle-level perspective, the macroscale friction angle at failure reflects the
maximum internal anisotropy a sediment may sustain.
The two competing volume change tendencies of dilation and contraction reach statistical
balance at large strains, and the granular mass shears at constant volume. This is the "critical
state". Both loose and dense sediments evolve towards critical-state constant-volume shear at
large strains. The void ratio at critical state depends on the effective mean confining stress p' as

σ1' + σ'2 + σ3'
⎛ p' ⎞
where
p
'
ecs = e1kPa − λ log ⎜
=
⎟
3
⎝ kPa ⎠

(4)

where e1kPa is the critical state void ratio when the mean confining stress is 1 kPa. The critical
state line defines two regions in agreement with particle-level mechanisms. (1) Contractive
sediments start above the critical state line and contract during drained shear; these are either
high void ratio sediments or sediments subjected to high confining stress. And (2) Dilative
sediments which start bellow the critical state and experience volume expansion during drained
shear; these are dense sediments and sediments that are confined at relatively low effective
stress.
4.3

Macroscale frictional response: φp , ψ, φcv , φr

The work to shear a granular material in direction 'x' (τδx) is consumed in frictional slippage at
contacts to overcome friction in direction 'x' and in dilation against the normal confining stress
σ' in direction 'y', that is τ δx = σ' μ δx + σ' δy (Taylor 1948). Therefore, the measured peak angle
of internal shear strength tanφp =τ/σ' is

tan φp = μ +

δy
= tan φcv + tan ψ
δx

(5)

where φcv is the constant volume angle of shear strength at critical state, and ψ is the dilatancy
angle. The constant volume friction angle requires a minimum strain level in the order of
γ~100% to attain particle rearrangement into a new fabric that is compatible with constant
volume shear, independently of the initial fabric. Bolton (1986) simplified Rowe equations for
stress-dilatancy under plane strain conditions to obtain an approximate expression for the peak
friction that satisfies experimental data gathered for sands

φp = φcv + 0.8ψ

(6)

Particle alignment takes place at large strains when eccentric particles are involved (the particle
length ratio may be as low as ~1.1 to bring about the effects of particle eccentricity Rothumberg & Bathurst 1993). The friction angle decreases as particle alignment takes place.
The residual friction angle φr is attained when strains exceed of γ>100% and particles become
aligned with respect to the failure plane.
4.4

Failure envelope

The constant volume friction angle and the residual friction angle do not change with the normal
effective stress, therefore, a linear Coulomb-type model applies in both cases

τ = σ ' tan φ

applies to constant volume and residual conditions

(7)

This is not the case for the peak friction angle, due to the stress-dependent dilatancy ψ.
Therefore, the envelope for peak strength is steep at low stress and gradually approaches the
constant volume shear (i.e., no dilation) at large confining stress. Then, the peak strength
envelope can be piece-wise fitted with a straight line of the form

τp = c* + σ ' tan φ* piece-wise fit to peak strength

(8)

where c* and φ* are stress dependent. This expression conveys the wrong sense of cohesive
strength c* when none may be present in the granular material. A better approach is to adopt a
curved envelope (e.g., jointed rock mass - Hoek & Brown 1980)

τp = ασ 'β

global fit to peak strength

(9)

The effect of the intermediate stress σ2 on shear strength, and alternative failure envelopes are
discussed later in this manuscript.

5.

EMPIRICAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

5.1

Constant Volume Friction Angle

Constant volume friction angle φ cv [deg]

Experimental and discrete element numerical studies have been conducted to evaluate the
relationship between the interparticle friction coefficient μ and the constant volume friction
angle φcv. The group of studies summarized in Figure 10 lacks a clear trend, however, some
observations can be extracted by focusing on individual investigations. The increase in interparticle friction produces a pronounced increase in macroscopic friction φcv for low μ-values,
but a minor change at high interparticle friction; this macroscale response reflects the transition
from a dominant particle sliding motion at low μ, to dominant rolling motion at high μ (Skinner
1969 – Clearer trends shown for φp in Section 5.3). In terms of tangent values, tanφcv increases
by only 7% for a change in interparticle friction from μ=0.2 to μ=0.5 (Kruyt & Rothenberg
2006). Furthermore, numerical results show that constant volume friction angle does not exceed
φcv≈ 40° even when the interparticle friction approaches infinite, μ→∞ (see Yimsiri 2001,
Rothenburg & Kruyt 2004).
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Figure 10: Constant volume friction angle φcv as a function of interparticle friction coefficient μ. Symbols:
)experiments from Skinner (1969), ({) DEM 3D
(⎯)theoretical solution from Horne (1969), (
from Thornton (2000), (z) DEM 2D from Kruyt and Rothenberg (2006), (©) experiments from Rowe
(1969).

The constant volume friction angle φcv is more than just mineral friction: particle eccentricity,
angularity and roughness hinder particle rotation, promote looser packing and affect the
evolution of anisotropy. This is confirmed by experimental data gathered with natural and
crushed sands (φcv increases with particle angularity – Fig. 11a – see also Sukumaran &
Ashmawy 2001), and triaxial compression tests run on specimens made of steel ball bearings
with different degrees of rust (φcv increases with surface roughness – Fig. 11b). Once again,
roughness may be of electrical nature. For example, when the molecular weight of a steric
stabilizer increases, the layer around mono-dispersed polystyrene particles conveys higher
"electrical roughness", and the viscosity of suspensions increases (Castle et al. 1996).
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Figure 11: Constant volume friction angle and particle shape. (a) Particle roundness - Natural and crushed
sands (Cho et al 2006), (b) Particle roughness (Santamarina & Cascante 1998).

5.2

Dilatancy Angle

The rate of volume change defines the dilatancy angle ψ. The dilatancy angle can be inferred
from strain measurements in triaxial compression testing as tanψ=Δεvol/Δεaxial. The maximum
rate of dilation coincides with the peak strength in uncemented dense soils. This is not the case
in cemented soils, where dilation starts as the peak strength is overcome; often, this is the case
in highly OC clays as well (Terzaghi, et al 1996).
Dilatancy is determined by the distance between the initial eo-po' state of the sediment and the
critical state line. In clays, the eo-po' state is defined by the stress history: "normally
consolidated" clays are contractive, while "heavily overconsolidated" clays are dilative.
The initial void ratio eo in sands depends on the depositional method and ensuing packing
density; in general, most natural sands are dilative at shallow depth. Let's define the "state
parameter" Ε=eo-ecs as the distance between the initial void ratio eo and the void ratio at critical
stress ecs at the initial mean effective stress (Equation 4). Then, the dilatancy angle is inversely
related to the state parameter as conformed by experimental data summarized in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Dilatancy in sands as a function of the initial eo-po' state. (a) Definition of the state parameter
Ε=eo-ecs. (b) Dilatancy angle ψ as a function of the state parameter E (Been & Jefferies 1985)

The following additional observations and special cases are relevant to the understanding of
dilatancy:
• Particle geometry (eccentricity, angularity and roughness) and grain size distribution affect
dilatancy in two ways: (1) they affect initial fabric formation: the higher μ the higher the
values of emin and emax, and (2) they determine the position of the critical state line. For the

•

•
•
•

5.3

same initial packing density, dilatancy increases with interparticle friction μ (Kruyt &
Rothenburg 2006, Guo & Su 2007).
A dense packing of identical spheres exhibits a dilatancy angle as high as ψ=30°. Such a
high angle of dilatancy is also observed in dense sands at very low confinement
(microgravity study by Sture et al. 1998), and in locked sands (ψ~31° - Dusseault &
Morgenstern 1979).
Lightly cemented soils shear into blocks. This blocky granular material exhibits high dilation
during shear (even when the uncemented medium would be contractive at the void ratio).
Dilatancy is hindered by high confinement, and grains may crush rather than override
(discussed later in the text).
Shear localization limits the dilatancy a soil may exhibit at the macroscale
Peak Friction Angle

The peak friction angle is a combination of dilatancy and constant volume shear (Equations 5
and 6). Therefore, the peak shear strength can be estimated from data presented in the previous
sections. Nevertheless, corroborating information is presented herein, most of it based on DEM
simulations that permit testing exactly the same fabric but with different interparticle friction
coefficients (Note: it is easier to study peak strength than large-strain constant volume shear in
DEM simulations). Results compiled in Figure 13 confirm the early rise in peak friction angle at
low interparticle friction coefficient μ, and the asymptotic trend towards strength saturation at
large μ. when dominant rotational motion reduces the impact of interparticle friction.
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Figure 13: Peak friction angle φpeak as a function of interparticle friction coefficient μ. Symbols:
Experiments: ¼ (Suiker & Fleck 2004). 2D-DEM simulations:  (Kruyt & Rothenberg 2006). 3D-DEM
simulations:
(Thornton 2000);  (Suiker & Fleck 2004); the following four groups of 3D-DEM
simulations are by Yimsiri (2001): Drained TC U, Undrained TC S, Drained TE {, Undrained TE z.
Finally, the symbol  represents 3D-DEM simulations by the authors.

5.4

Residual Friction Angle - Platy Particles (Clayey Sediments and Micaceous Sands) -

Platy particles align at large strains (in excess of 100%) and cause a decrease in the shear
strength of the medium, which is reflected in a low residual friction angle φr. The residual shear
strength depends on particle shape, mineralogy and hardness, grain size (indirectly related to
shape), and grain size distribution. Eccentric particles do not affect the residual strength when
their mass fraction is lower than ~10%, and they fully determine φr when they exceed ~25%
(Koerner 1970, Lupini et al. 1981, Skempton 1964, 1985). These observations apply to
micaceous soils as well (Lee et al. 2007).
The following clay characteristics are correlated: thin atomically smooth small particles, low
skeletal force on each particle, high relevance of electrical interparticle forces, and high

plasticity index. Then, the friction angle can be correlated with the plastic index IP (in this
context, IP becomes an indirect measure of geometric characteristics – Fig. 14):
− IP

φ r = 32 e 250

(10)

Soils that experienced high biological activity during formation deviate from this trend.
Diatoms and foraminifers increase the porosity of the soil (i.e., its ability to retain water and the
measured plastic index), contribute roughness and promote interlocking. Therefore,
diatomaceous soils exhibit high IP and high φ values. Examples of these soils include (Fig. 14):
• Ariake Clay "AC" (Japan. Ohtsubo et al. 1995, Tanaka et al. 2001). Marine, smectite, clay
fraction 50%, diatoms: PI= 60-to-100, φr=46˚-to-57˚.
• Bangkok Clay "BC" (Tanaka et al. 2001). Normally consolidated marine clay, smectite,
clay fraction 50%, pellets: PI= 30-70, φr= 37˚.
• Bogota Soil "BS" (Moya & Rodriguez, 1987). Volcanic, lacustrian. Kaolinite,
montmorillonite and diatoms: PI= 100-to-170, φr=35˚.
• Cooper Marl "CM" (Charleston, USA. Camp et al. 2002). Marine, soft, very fine grained
(≤ 0.002 mm) impure carbonate deposit with fossils (foraminifers): PI= 30-40, φr= 43-46.
• Mexico City Soils "MC" (Diaz-Rodriguez et al. 1992, Diaz-Rodriguez et al. 1998).
Volcanic, lacustrine. Montmorillonite and illite, clay fraction 20-55%. Silica polymorphs
(e.g., biogenic opal, cristobalite). Microfossils (diatoms and ostracods): PI= 400-to-500,
φr= 43˚.
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Figure 14. Residual Friction Angle vs Plastic Index - Data digitized from Terzaghi et al. (1996). Blocks
show anomalous soil response data discussed in the text (Sections 5.4 and 6.7).

Additional insight is gained from data gathered at very high effective stress levels, typically
above σ'>100 MPa. The coefficient of friction measured under dry conditions ranges from
μdry=0.2 (graphite) to μdry=0.8 (e.g., montomorillonite, gibbsite and kaolinite), and friction
correlates with interlayer bond strength, i.e., shear consists of creating new cleavage surfaces
and breaking the interlayer bonds in the minerals (when μdry<0.8; if μdry=0.8, shear involves
abrasion, wear, fracture and rolling). The addition of water causes μwet to decrease (e.g., μwet~0.3
in montmorillonite); in this case μwet reflects the shear resistance along structured adsorbed
water in thin films (Moore & Lockner 2004). The value of μwet increases as the effective stress
increases and adsorbed layers become thinner. In addition, the value of μwet increases with
increasing temperature (in the hundreds of degrees Celsius), unless other effects arise such as
mineral dissolution (Moore & Lockner 2007).

6.

OTHER EFFECTS ON FRICTION

Other material properties and boundary conditions that affect the friction angle in sediments are
reviewed in this section
6.1

Grain Crushing

Grain crushing may replace contact shear and dilation as an alternative, lower-energy
deformation mechanism at high confining stress (relative to the particle strength). Therefore, the
emergence of crushing is accompanied by volume contraction and results in a lower peak
friction angle (experimental results in Fig. 15. DEM numerical results with crushable particles
show similar trends - Cheng et al. 2004). The decrease in friction angle reaches asymptotic
conditions: crushing produces angular particles and an increase in coordination number as
smaller particles fill voids and add contacts among pre-existing particles. The large-strain
critical state friction angle shows limited sensitivity to crushing (Vesic & Clough 1968, Coop &
Atkinson 1993).
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Figure 15. Grain crushing and friction angle. (a) Peak friction angle, (b) Hardin’s relative breakage
parameter (Yamamuro & Lade 1996)

6.2

Inherent Fabric Anisotropy

Sedimentation in a gravity field produces inherent fabric anisotropy because eccentric particles
tend to align transverse to gravity. Idealized cases in Figure 16 suggest that dilation and peak
strength are affected by inherent fabric anisotropy, so that measured parameters depend on the
direction of the specimen α with respect to the deposition direction.
Consolidation under zero lateral strain Ko-conditions produces inherent fabric anisotropy as
well. The minimum peak strength is measured when the shear plane aligns with the particle
orientation in both sands and clays (Ladd 1977, Jamiolkowski et al. 1985, Tatsuoka et al. 1986,
Vaid & Sayao 1995, Kurukulasuriya et al. 1999, Lade & Kirkgard 2000, Guo 2008).

AC: b=0 α=0

SS: b>0 α>0

AE: b=1 α=90

Figure 16: Friction angle, inherent anisotropy and stress path. Axial compression AC. Simple shear SS.
Axial extension AE. Parameters: b=(σ2-σ3)/ (σ1-σ3); α: angle between the particle normal and σ1.

6.3

Stress Induced Anisotropy – Intermediate Stress

Angle of repose - Internal slope

The angle of repose is a simple measurement of the critical state friction angle of sands (Cho et
al. 2006). However, different values are obtained when the angle of repose is measured using a
standard cone geometry, φext, a planar sliding surface, or an inside flow cone φint (i.e., by
removing a central plug beneath a filled cylinder). Data in Figure 17 show that the internal angle
of repose φint is significantly greater than the external angle φext. A possible explanation follows:
(1) the internal flow cone experiences a gradual reduction in cross section, sliding particles
come closer together, and the interparticle coordination in the annular direction increases, while
(2) flow on the external slope experiences a gradual increase in cross section, sliding particles
move away from each other, and the coordination number decreases.
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Figure 17. Friction anisotropy (natural and crushed sands). The angle of repose measured on an internal
flow cone is significantly larger than the angle of repose measured on an external cone

Further insight is obtained by exploring discrete element simulations. The evolution of the
polar distribution of contacts, average normal contact force N(θ) and average shear contact
force T(θ) in direction θ during axial compression AC (b=0) and axial extension AE (b=1) tests
are shown in Figure 18 (3D micro-mechanical simulations - Chantawarangul 1993; see also
Rothenburg & Bathurst 1989, Thornton 2000). The following observations can be made:
•
Contact normals during anisotropic loading become preferentially oriented in the direction
of the main principal stress σ1, in agreement with observations made above (see also Oda
1972).
•
The main reduction in inter-particle contacts takes place in the direction of the minor
principal stress: σ2 and σ3 directions in AC, and σ3 direction in AE. This situation allows for
more degrees of freedom for particle rotation and for chain buckling in AC (even when the
total coordination number at failure is about the same in both cases).
•
These volume-statistics of the particle-scale response provides insight into the observed
effective peak friction angle (macroscale - numerical results presented in the lower frame of
Fig. 18): higher friction angle is mobilized in AE than in AC. Furthermore, the lack of
particle displacement in the direction of plane strain hinders rearrangement and causes an
even higher peak friction angle in plane strain loading. The critical state friction angle
obtained in numerical simulations follows a similar trend, but with less pronounced
differences.
•
Results by Chantawarangul (1993 - not presented here) also show that early volume
contraction before the peak strength is more pronounced in AE than in AC tests; this
observation is relevant to the interpretation of undrained strength.
Experimental and numerical results presented in Figures 17 and 18 show that the shear strength
of a soil reflects restrictions to particle motion established at the level of contacts (sliding
resistance, frustration, and crush-resistance), but conditioned by the boundaries.
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Figure 18. Numerical simulation: Evolution of inter-particle contacts (polar histogram) and average
normal and shear contact forces (polar plots) during axial compression and axial extension loading.
Variation in friction angle with the intermediate stress σ2. Figure compiled from Chantawarangul (1993).

Experimental data for sands and clays (Fig. 19a,b) corroborate angle of repose measurements
in Figure 17 and DEM simulations results in Figure 18. The intermediate stress is captured in
the coefficient b=(σ2-σ3)/(σ1-σ3): b=0 in axial compression AC, b~0.3-0.4 in plane-strain shear
DSS, and b=1 in axial extension AE. In both sands and clays (based on data compiled by Mayne
and Holtz, 1985):

φDSS > φAE ≈1to1.5 φAC

(11)

Stress-induced strength anisotropy is not captured in the Coulomb failure criterion: the
largest Mohr circle compatible with the Coulomb failure criterion τ = σ ' tan φ is defined in
terms of σ1- σ3, so there is not effect of σ2.

sin φ =

σ1 − σ3
σ1 + σ3

(12)
at failure

Other failure envelopes have been proposed to take into consideration the intermediate stress.
These are summarized in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 20.
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Figure 19. The effect of the intermediate stress on friction angle. (a) Sands - data from different authors
compiledd by Ladd et al. (1977) – Compare with Figure 18. (b) Clays: friction angle measured in AE b=0
and AC b=1 loading paths - from Mayne & Holtz (1985 - Most specimens are normally consolidated
under Ko conditions). More recent results for peak friction in sands can be found in Lade (2006) and for
kaoline in Lin & Penumadu (2005) and references therein.
Table 2. Failure Criteria

Failure Criterion
1
⎛
⎞ 1
J 2D ⎜ cos(θ) +
sin(φ) sin(θ) ⎟ − J1 sin(φ) = 0
3
⎠ 3
⎝

Reference

Mohr-Coulomb

J
where sin(3θ) = − 3 3 3D3/ 2
2 J 2D

I1I 2 − ηI3 = 0 where η = 9 − sin2 φ
2

Matsuoka & Nakai (1974)

1 − sin φ

I13 − ηI3 = 0 where η =

( 3 − sin φ )
(1 − sin φ ) cos2 φ
3

Lade & Duncan (1975)

Note: stress invariants are I1 = σ1 + σ 2 + σ3 , I3 = σ1σ 2 σ3 , J 2D =
(a)
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(b)
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Figure 20. Failure envelopes. (a) In the σ1-σ2-σ3 space. (b) Friction angle anisotropy predicted for the
different failure criteria – values computed using the definition in Equation 12 (Note: a friction angle of
φ=30˚ is assigned to triaxial compression b=0)

6.4

Temperature
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Mobilized friction angle φ p [deg]

Constant volume friction angle φ cv [deg]

The increase in temperature -above frozen ground conditions- can cause densification
(phenomenon is known as thermosmotic consolidation - Campanella & Mitchell 1968), increase
in pore fluid pressure with the consequent decrease in effective stress and shear strength, and
even mineral melting. Within the range of common geomechanical applications (T<100ºC), the
effect of temperature on the frictional resistance of soils can be summarized as follows
•
coarse grained sediments: they experience limited or no effect.
•
fine grained sediments: (1) no effect on the constant volume friction angle (Fig. 21 – left
pane), and (2) increase in peak friction angle with temperature (Fig. 21 – right pane)
probably due to densification by thermal consolidation (Cekerevac & Laloui 2004, AbuelNaga et al. 2007 – contradictory results are reported in Hueckel & Baldi 1990 for Pontida
clay).
Note that even normally consolidated clays exhibit a peak friction angle at high temperature,
even though they are expected to be contractive at room temperature (Fig. 21 – right pane).
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Figure 21. Effect of temperature on friction in clayey soils. Left pane: Constant volume friction
References: (a) Pontida clay from Hueckel & Pellegrini (1989) and Hueckel & Baldi (1990); (b) illite
from Graham et al. (2001); (c) Tody clay from Burghignoli et al. (2000); (d) Pontida clay from Hueckel
& Bakli (1990); (e) kaoline from Cekerevac & Laloui (2004); (f) Bangkok clay from Abuel-Naga et al.
(2007). Right pane: Peak friction as a function of temperature and overconsolidation (OCR values shown
for each line - Abuel-Naga et al. 2007).

6.5

Large strain segregation

Particle alignment at large strains (γ>100%) is followed by granular segregation as the strain
increases even further (γ>>100%). Segregation is determined by particle mobility, and leads to
the spatial grouping of alike particles according to mass density, eccentricity, roughness, and
size. In all cases, the segregated medium exhibits lower shear resistance than the homogenously
mixed medium. For example, segregation by size results in two zones of low coordination
number where coarse particles ride over a surface of low "effective roughness" made by the
smaller particles (Fig. 22a); likewise, shape-based segregation creates a smooth surface of platy
particles (Fig. 22b). Therefore, the post-segregation friction angle φps is lower or equal to the
residual and the constant volume friction angles: φps≤ φres≤ φcv.
(a)

(b)

Figure 22. Segregation at very large strains (γ>>100%). Examples: (a) by size (see Savage & Lun 1988)
and (b) by shape (see Lee et al. 2007).

6.6

Strain rate

Strain rate effects in friction reflect the time scales of internal processes involved in shear:
friction changes with strain rate ε when the characteristic time for shear is shorter than the time
required for the completion of internal processes. Let's estimate the characteristic time for shear
td as the time required to cause a shear displacement equal to the particle diameter, thus td=1/ ε .
Inertial effects arise at high strain rates and lead to collisions between grains. The
characteristic time for inertial effects ti can be estimated as the time required for a particle of
mass m to travel a distance equal to its diameter d when accelerated due to the skeletal force
F=σ'd2 (viscous forces are disregarded in this analysis). The travel distance is d=ati2/2 and the
acceleration a=F/m=σ'd2/m; then ti=√(2m/σ'd). The ratio between the time scale for shear and
inertial effects defines the dimensionless inertial ratio

I=

ti
2m
ρ
= ε
 ε d
td
σ 'd
σ'

(13)

where ρ is the mass density of the mineral that makes the grains. We can distinguish three ratedependent shear regimes: the quasi-static regime I→0, the transition regime 10-2<I<0.2, and the
collisional regime I>0.2 (GDR MiDi 2004; da Cruz et al. 2005).
6.6.1 Quasi-static, low strain-rate regime (I→0):
The strain-rate dependent frictional response in sediments sheared at low strain rate has
characteristics that are similar to those observed when two large surfaces are subjected to shear
(Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Sketches in Figure 23 show the transients observed for a sudden increase
in strain rate from ε o -to- 10 ε o . The macroscale sediment response can be categorized as
follows (Vaid & Campanella 1977, Tatsuoka et al. 2002, Di Benedetto et al. 2005, Tatsuoka et
al. 2008b):
• Isotach response: strength and stiffness increase with strain rate; this is observed in low
plasticity clays, either NC or OC, and soft rocks (Šuklje 1957, Hayano et al. 2001, Leroueil
2006, Sorensen et al. 2007).
• Positive and Negative (P&N): the transient is a positive increase in shear strength, but the
response eventually converges to a lower stress-strain trend; this response is observed in
triaxial compression of poorly graded, stiff and relatively round particles and in drained
direct shear tests on poorly-graded, stiff and relatively round particles (Duttine et al. 2008).
There are two other intermediate behaviors (Fig. 23):
• Combined: it runs between Isotach and the original, unaffected stress-strain trend.
• Viscous evanescence (also known as TESRA for transient effects of strain rate and strain
acceleration - Di Benedetto et al. 2002): the same stress-strain behavior is observed at all
strain rates however a transient is measured when the strain rate changes (either positive or
negative). This is a common response in sands; it is also observed in cemented clays at large
strains (Sorensen et al. 2007).
Isotach
Combined
Deviatoric stress
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10 ε0

P&N

ε0
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Figure 23. Strain rate effects. A step increase in strain rate is assumed (continuous line: response at a
constant strain rate ε o ; dashed lines: responses when the strain rate is suddenly increased to 10 ε o .

The normalized magnitude of the relaxation amplitude is proportional to the change in strain
rate; for axial compression AC loading (Fig. 24a),

ε
Δσz
= β log new
σz
ε past

(14)

The β-factor is β=0.02-to-0.05 in sands and gravels; it increases with particle size when particles
are round, but the effect of particle size vanishes when angular particles are involved (Duttine et
al. 2008). The factor ranges between β=0.02-to-0.08 in fine-grained clayey sediments, where
higher values correspond to higher degrees of saturation (Di Benedetto et al. 2005).
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Figure 24. Strain rate effects – General trends (a) amplitude of the effect in axial compression AC tests
(data from Di Benedetto et al. 2005, Enomoto et al. 2009). (b) transition duration (Data compiled from
Matsushita et al. 1999, Tatsuoka et al. 2002, Komoto et al. 2003, Li et al. 2003, Nawir et al. 2003,
AnhDan et al. 2006, Kiyota & Tatsuoka 2006, Tatsuoka et al. 2008b, Kawabe et al. 2008)

The duration of the transient or the "relaxation strain" does not seem to depend on the ratio
between the previous and current strain rates (Fig. 24b). Furthermore, we found no correlation
with stress level, particle size or shape in the compiled data. Apparently, the relaxation strain is
between ε=10-4-to-10-3 (Note: as a reference, the strain at peak strength is typically between
ε=0.05 and 0.2). The relative minor effect of grain size on the relaxation strain suggests that
shear takes place along planes rather than distributed throughout the soil mass (even in the
absence of shear bands). In support of this hypothesis, consider a homogenously distributed
relaxation strain of ε=10-4 in a d=100nm size clays: the resulting subatomic particle-to-particle
displacement δ= εd=10-4x10-7m=0.1Ǻ contradicts relaxation distances observed in mineral-tomineral shear (δ~>10μm – discussion in Section 2.2), and threshold strain levels expected for
these materials (Section 4.1 and references therein). In fact, individual particles move together
in the form of "wedges of correlated displacement" that displace relative to other wedges along
inter-wedge planes where the deformation localizes; eventually, the displacement becomes
kinematically restricted, wedges break and new inter-wedge planes form (Drescher & De
Josselin De Jong 1972). Domains made of fine particles form conglomerates that can move in
wedges similarly to coarse grains; this observation can facilitate the interpretation of global
similarities between fine and coarse grained soil response.
Following the discussion in Section 2, one is tempted to conclude that transients reflect the
combination between (1) the current sediment state that is a consequence of the previous strain
rate, and (2) the new strain rate that has been suddenly imposed. In fact, the isotach and
combined responses appear to be upscaled manifestations of hydrodynamic friction (Fig. 3),
while both P&N and TESRA seem to reflect contact level transients observed in dry friction
(Fig. 2). However, other particle-scale mechanisms can contribute to the observed transients in
strength. In particular, we seek to identify processes with long time scales that can interfere with
the long time td=1/ ε when shear takes place at low strain rate ε . Processes that involve
successive interactions between multiple grains have longer time scales than the inertial time ti
for a single particle (e.g., a single domino falls much faster than the complete chain):

Fine-grained soils: contact creep; diffusion of local gradients (chemical, electrical,
mechanical or thermal); fabric structuring-destructuring cycles; other particle-level processes
involved in soil thixotropy (van Olphen 1977; Díaz-Rodríguez & Santamarina 1999).
• Coarse-grained soils: creep or slippage at contacts "diffuses" in a domino-type propagation
throughout the granular skeleton; contact friction coupling with slippage-generated noise
(details in Section 7.2)
• Coarse and fine: force redistribution and alteration of load-carrying chains (Kuhn & Mitchell
1993, Rothenburg 1993; Cascante & Santamarina 1996; Hartley & Behringer 2003).
These meso-scale processes affect regions that are much larger than the grain size, tend to
follow an exponential evolution in time, and are slow enough to affect the shear response in the
quasi-static strain rate regime.
•

6.6.2 Transitional regime (10-2<I<0.2) and high strain-rate collisional regime (0.2<I):
Equation 13 predicts that inertial effects and collisions will arise when shearing large particles at
high strain rates in a medium subjected to low effective stress conditions.
There are two immediate consequences of interparticle collisions: (1) the volume dilates and
(2) the friction coefficient increases due to the energy loss in shear and collision (i.e., restitution
coefficient). Studies with discs in the transition regime 10-2≤I≤0.2 show approximately linear
trends for the increase in porosity n=no+aI, and the increase in friction coefficient μ=μo+bI
(GDR MiDi 2004, da Cruz et al. 2005). Both dilation and strengthening saturate as the shear
rate approaches the high-strain rate collisional regime I>0.2. Even in this regime, the
relationship between global friction angle and the internal anisotropy in the granular medium
remains (Equation 3 - Rothenburg & Bathurst 1989 – discussion applicable to the high strain
regime in da Cruz et al. 2005).
6.7

Pore Fluid

The increase in salinity causes a reduction in double layer repulsion. When salinity exceeds ~0.1
molar, van der Waals attraction prevails and the soil fabric tends to adopt parallel aggregation
(See Fig. 5b). Fabric effects prevail at low effective stress. As the effective stress increases,
and/or as particles become aligned at large strains, the primary effect of salinity is to allow for
thinner water films and less effective boundary lubrication. Therefore, an increase in friction
with increasing ionic concentration should be expected in most cases.
Data on pore fluid chemical effects on the shear strength of clayey soils are inconclusive in
part due to differences in specimen preparation; studies with single-mineral soils show that
(Warkentin & Yong 1960, Kenney 1967, Mesri & Olson 1970, Olson 1974, Sridharan &
Venkatappa Rao 1979, Moore 1991, Di Maio & Fenelli 1994, Wang & Siu 2006): (1) at a given
effective confinement, friction increases when permittivity decreases, ionic concentration
increases or the valance of the prevailing ion increases. (Note: the void ratio and fabric are not
the same for soils with different fluids); and (2) flocculated clays exhibit higher shear strength
than dispersed clays at the same void ratio. In general, a linear relation can be identified
between soil strength and the number of bonds (Mitchell 1993, and references therein). Fluids
that can alter the mineral surface or hinder hydration can also cause pronounced changes in
shear strength (bentonite-water "B" has a PI= 416 and φr=7˚ versus organo-bentonite "OB" PI=
7-to-14 and φr=34˚-to-37˚ - Fig. 14; from Soule and Burns, 2001; see also data in Sridharan
2001).
6.8

Internal interparticle forces of adhesion

The "effective normal force" at interparticle contacts is a combination of skeletally transmitted
forces and contact-level capillary and electrical forces (attraction and repulsion). Therefore, the
acting normal contact force may differ from the value imposed by the applied effective stress
when fine-grained soils (d<10μm) or even coarse soils with a significant amount of fines (say
%fines >10% by mass) are involved.

The consequences of interparticle forces of adhesion on the computed friction angle diminish
-but do not cancel- when friction is defined as the slope of the strength envelope in the τσ'
space, tan φ= Δτ/Δσ', rather than from the origin. The residual effect interparticle forces of
adhesion have on φ reflect differences in force-displacement among the various particle-level
forces; for example, water menisci at interparticle contacts may brake and not reform during
shear (applies to the pendular regime at low water content).
7.

BOUNDARY EFFECTS - MEASUREMENT

The measurement of friction is intimately related to boundary conditions. For example, the
angle of repose cannot be measured for smooth spherical particles when a polished base is used
because particles roll away; however, the same spherical particles will readily form a pile on a
corrugated base (Fig. 25 – data in Kalman et al. 1993, Matuttis et al. 2000, Chik & Vallejo
2005, Li et al. 2005).
This experiment highlights that the measurement of soil friction is inherently a boundaryvalue problem. In this section we explore boundary conditions and interfacial friction, the
effects of vibration, the emergence of localization and close with a brief review of measurement
difficulties. (Note: stress path/anisotropy was addressed in Section 6.3.)
(a)

(b)

Figure 25. Boundary conditions and friction. Smooth spherical particles do not form a granular pile on a
polished flat surface (a), but readily form the pile on a corrugated surface (b).

7.1

Interfacial Friction: Sediments Against Surfaces

Scales in intergranular friction related to grain size and shape identified in Figure 4 are relevant
to interfacial friction between sediments and surfaces as well: the sediment slides along the
interface when the surface is planar and polished, however, shear takes place within the soil
mass when the surface is rough and undulations approach the scale of the particle size (Similar
to Fig. 25). Specifically, experimental results show that the interfacial peak and φ*p constant
volume φ*cv friction angles equal the corresponding internal friction angles of the soil mass φp
and φcv when the ratio between the average surface roughness Ra and the mean particle size D50
exceeds Ra/D50≥0.01 (Fig. 26a). Note that there is an implicit correlation between higher
roughness amplitude and longer roughness wavelength. Similar results can be found in Subba
Rao et al. 1998, Frost & DeJong 2005, Dietz & Lings 2006).
The relative grain-surface hardness affects the mobilized friction. When particles are harder
than the surface, plowing adds energy loss to sliding and the angle of interfacial friction
increases as the normal stress increases (Fig. 26b).
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Figure 26. Interfacial friction. (a) Normalized friction versus relative roughness Ra/D50 for sand-metal
interaction (data: Subba Rao et al. 1998); relative roughness is defined in terms of the average surface
roughness Ra (average absolute value of surface elevation) and the mean particle size D50. (b) Plowing
effects on peak interfacial friction coefficient (Dove & Frost 1999 - Geomembrane-Ottawa sand).

7.2

Vibration – Noise – Cyclic Loading

Friction and vibration are interrelated: friction causes vibration, and vibration (or noise) affects
friction. In fact, while stick-slip is a clear cause of vibration, vibration can be used to reduce
stick-slip (Popp & Rudolph 2003). Salient implications on the vibration-friction coupling are
identified next (references include the work by Fridman & Levesque 1959, Eaves et al. 1975,
Budanov et al. 1980, Serdyuk & Mikityanskii 1986, Tworzydlo & Becker 1991, Skare & Stahl
1992, Adams 1996, Thomsen 1999, Bengisu & Akay 1999, Bucher & Wertheim 2001, Littmann
et al. 2001).
Vibration either normal or parallel to the sliding direction reduces the effective friction angle
(Fig. 27). The higher the slope angle, the lower the acceleration required to trigger slippage.
Furthermore, the acceleration required to cause slippage increases with frequency. The duration
of the incursion into instability is very short at high frequencies and low vibration amplitudes.
Results in Figure 27 show that the displacement in each cycle must exceed a minimum
"displacement threshold" to cause block sliding. This length scale can range from the size of
asperities in rough surfaces to the angstrom scale for atomically smooth surfaces. A single
"threshold displacement" of 0.1 μm per cycle adequately satisfies all the data in Figure 27.
Nonlinear dynamic coupling effects and stochastic resonance may develop in frictional
geomaterials. For example, if the granite slider that sits on the substrate is excited with a
periodic driving signal in the presence of a background "noise" signal, the noise level required
to cause slippage decreases as the amplitude of the periodic signal approaches the static limit; in
fact, the peak output signal-to-noise ratio increases, inducing stochastic resonance.
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Figure 27. Base block acceleration required to bring a frictional block to the verge of slippage for
different slope angles and excitation frequencies. Sinusoidal vibration (a) normal to the sliding surface.
(b) parallel to the dip vector. Dashed lines correspond to the limit equilibrium prediction – equations
shown. Solid lines indicate the acceleration that generates a constant relative displacement of 0.1 μm.
(details in Claria & Santamarina 2008)

We do not observe the classical signature of stochastic resonance when we test a granular
sand specimen, nonlinear energy coupling effects readily appear: if the sand is simultaneously
excited with two sinusoidal signals of different frequencies, the output response at the frequency
of the primary driving signal increases as the amplitude of the secondary “noise” signal
increases (Wang & Santamarina 2002). In fact, coupling increases as the driving signal brings
the specimen to its nonlinear regime.
Repetitive cyclic loading has other manifestations in frictional granular media, including the
evolution of volumetric and shear strains towards stable states (terminal density and shakedown),
or the evolution towards continuous shear deformation or ratcheting (Johnson 1985, AlonsoMarroquin & Herrmann 2004, Werkmeister et al. 2004, Wichtmann et al. 2004, Narsilio &
Santamarina 2008).
7.3

Strain localization

Positive feedback mechanisms lead to bifurcation when the returned energy exceeds losses.
Strain localization along shear bands is a bifurcation-type response during the shear of granular

media (Rudnicki & Rice 1975, Vardoulakis 1979). The development of localization depends on
inherent material characteristics, drainage during shear, stress and boundary conditions.
The following sediment characteristics and drainage conditions favor localization: dilative
sediments during drained shear, dilative sediments during undrained shear (if the pore fluid
cavitates), contractive sediments during undrained shear, sediments that reach very low residual
strength (e.g., when platy particles exceed ~15%), initially cemented sediments (cement
breakage), unsaturated soils under high suction (menisci failure), non-homogeneous specimen
subjected to either drained and undrained shear, grain crushing or void collapse (experimental
evidence in Cho & Santamarina 2003).
In the absence of perfectly homogeneous initial conditions (i.e., all real specimens), strain
localization results in specimen-size dependent stress-strain-volume response due to progressive
failure: the measured global response will reflect a lower peak strength and lower dilation than
the local material response. This volume-averaging effect is exacerbated in soft yet brittle
materials and large specimens.
The orientation of shear bands is determined by the peak strength friction angle. Therefore,
the analysis of the constant volume and the residual friction angles must take into consideration
the orientation of the shear plane that formed at peak.
7.4

Measurement

It follows from the previous discussions that the measurement of friction is a boundary value
problem that gains additional complexity due to inherent and stress-induced anisotropy,
interfacial friction against cell walls, drainage conditions (local and global), particle-level forces
(that are not determined at the boundaries), localization, spatial variability within the sediment,
strain-rate dependency and vibrations.
Great effort has been devoted to developing experimental methods that attempt to create pure
boundary conditions (e.g., lubricated polished platens) so that the specimen can be considered as
"a point" (lubricated boundaries are discussed in Lade & Duncan 1973, Chu et al. 1996, Frost &
Yang 2003). Eventually, all these efforts have been hindered by inherent physical limitations.
More recent developments explore the intensive use of information technology and
numerical modeling to perform information-rich tests with complex boundary conditions. This
approach explicitly recognizes that each point in the specimen experiences a different stress
history: the specimen is discretized into finite elements, boundary conditions are properly
represented, and the constitutive parameters of a robust constitutive model are identified by
fitting simulation results to the extensive dataset of measurements gathered around the whole
specimen (Bayoumi 2006).
8.

CONCLUSIONS

The friction angle is not an inherent property of a soil mass. It depends on grain characteristics
(topography, hardness, strength), sediment properties (grain size distribution, packing density,
inherent anisotropy), effective confining stress, stress path (stress-induced anisotropy), strain
rate, drainage (local and global), temperature, vibration (reduces frictional resistance).
Particle size is the inherent length scale in granular materials. All other particle-level
characteristics such as eccentricity, angularity, roughness and double layer thickness must be
related to particle size to determine their effect on the macroscale friction angle of a soil. In
addition, particle size determines the role that particle-level electrical and capillary forces may
exert relative to the boundary-determined skeletal forces.
The region between 1-and-50μm defines a drastic transition in shape, grain formation,
mineralogy, governing forces, fabric formation and the role of adsorbed layers relative to
surface roughness. Friction in fine-grained media exhibits similar macroscale characteristics to
those observed in coarse-grained sediments, even though particle interaction is dominated by
electrical effects in fine-grained media.

Upscaling from grain-to-grain interactions to the whole mass takes place through various
competing mechanisms that include contact slippage, grain rotation and rotational frustration,
dilation against confinement, grain crushing, formation-and-buckling of granular columns. From
a particle level perspective, friction is a measure of the medium ability to sustain anisotropy.
The macroscale frictional behavior of the soil mass is a Coulomb-type response, but the
Coulomb model must be modified to accommodate stress-dependent dilatancy, as well as
inherent and stress-induced anisotropy.
Strain rate effects on friction reflect the time scales of internal processes involved in the
shear of granular materials: friction changes with strain rate when the characteristic time for
shear is shorter than the time required for the completion of internal processes. The relevant
time scales during quasi-static shear are related to contact-level mechanics (friction between dry
minerals or hydrodynamic effects) and the diffusion of contact-pore scale processes
displacements through the granular medium; available data suggest that strain rate effects are
dominated by localized sliding between particle wedges rather than by distributed sliding
throughout the soil mass. The high-strain rate regime takes place when large particles subjected
to low confinement are sheared at high strain rates; in this case, inertial effects arise leading to
interparticle collisions and the increase in friction.
A minimum strain is required to cause contact-level slippage; the threshold strain depends on
grain size and effective confinement. As the strain level increases, a sediment reaches the peak
friction angle (in dilative soils with respect to critical state), the constant volume friction angle
(determined by angularity and roughness), the residual friction angle (if eccentric particles
exceed ~10%), and the post-segregation friction angle.
Dilatancy depends on the current packing density and state of stress in relation to the critical
state line. Cementation increases the dilative tendency of a soil mass.
The measurement of soil friction is a boundary value problem and is inherently hindered by
incomplete knowledge of boundary conditions. Information-intensive measurement methods
may help overcome current limitations. Progressive failure leading to strain localization affects
the interpretation of boundary measurements.
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